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who are
you backing?
we take a look at some teams
to watch this season

undergrad?
underworld
university:
taking applications

Twist,
Glide,
Blow.

Words from
the Editor
Ernesto’s
Column
Oo-de-lally, oo-de-lally, golly what a day!
Yes, my fellow Bloodbowlers, greetings
from your friendly neighbourhood
editor. I’m back from my summer in
Lustria where I managed to lose my
lady friend – she’s now queen of a
tribe of Amazonians who I hear are
apparently taking the DBL by storm.
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Anyway, enough about those
magnificent ball carriers and onto the
magazine. Man, oh man, have we got
an exciting edition for you this month.
It is packed to the rafters with stats,
‘facts’, figures, rumours, and a look
back at the world’s, okay London’s,
okay the East End’s, okay, okay, Bethnal
Green’s, premier Bloodbowl one day
tournament - the Back Breaker Cup.

Elsewhere we learn about crowd
surfing from the great Wilhelm Cheney,
who we managed to snare just long
enough to hear about how he gets the
crowd to go wild. We also announce our
new charity partnership, because you
know here at Backbreaker Tower we
care about the kids! (Especially when
they make tasty goat curry!!) As well as
all your favourite features.
We have also canvassed our guvnors to
review the various leagues to see who
the fancied and not so fancied are from
each division are! Don’t miss it.
A final word, if you have any questions
about you’re the love of your life for
Aunt Agata, want to know how to throw
a team mate, or even just want Boorish
Johnson to review your team’s stadium,
then get in touch with us here at the Old
World Building, Journalistic District,
Altdorf, The Empire – or alternatively at
dragonbowlleague@gmail.com
Yours, as ever,

Ernesto
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HIGHTOWER

Hightower is the despicable home of the Fimir Association, built upon a sacred magical
leyline that connects the world together in Albion. The Fimir rule over the Dragon Bowl like
tyrants, but their motives and reasoning is largely mysterious - here at Backbreaker we sent
our very own Gnoblar, Stimpy’kins, to eavesdrop on the one eyes beasts and give us an
inside scoop into their secretive lives.

“An excellent event, and here’s to many
more”, the Lord Antark toasted over
dinner, standing around a large table
with each of the Fimir seated before him.
The Backbreaker had been a resounding
success with 42 teams vying to take the
trophy home, the Slap and Tackle managed
to better the lot, with the Dark Elves
stomping all their opposition on the way
to the title. The Fimir of the Association
cheered louder again when they saw the
troves of treasure that had been made from
tickets sales and merchandise purchases,
truly the Fimir’s greed was insatiable, and
Orinoco was fuelling the fire. “Already our
viewing figures have tripled, Cabalvision
Sport 3 & 4 have added to this alongside
the added brutality that the DBL is
bringing this year”, as he broke down the
‘incomings and goings’ from his Treasurer
role. The DBL had truly kicked off, nicely
ignited by the Backbreaker, and fans
across the world were absorbed by the
sporting mayhem it was bringing.

GAZETTE
High Lord Antark - Bulgaria Coburg
Treasurer Fimir - Orinoco
Matchday & Logistics Fimir - Tomsk

Press Relations & Social Media Fimir - Bungo
Sponsorships & Acquisitions Fimir - Wellington
Operational Efficiency Coordinator - Tobermory

whereas others believed the East was
the most difficult for a team to master.
But generally the Fimir simply couldn’t
agree and swiftly turned to teams, “The
Cleavers have started very well, I’m glad
they’ve come back from the brink, they’ll
likely win the Magenta Fist again”, Bungo
exclaimed after Tobermory was sure that
the RATU were decent contenders
in West B. “Gentlemen we have not
considered the Gitz, they are without
doubt the fastest, and downright mad
Skaven I’ve ever seen - they can win
the East without breaking a sweat and
if they’re clever nobody will stop them
winning the whole thing!” The other Fimir
paused for a second, Tomsk was right the
Gitz were a force to be reckoned with,
but the Antark wasn’t sure. “My question
to you Tomsk, is do they have the bottle?
They’re top at the moment, and we all
know what happened last year?” A few
Fimir shuffled and pondered, the Antark
could be right, but Wellington was having
none of it, “There’s only one team for me,
the Harlequins, nobody else will touch
them, they already look like they’re on
another planet - they simply have to be
favourites!”

The Draft had been another interesting
night, with representatives of each team
primed and ready to play, the sacred
balls decided each Conference and
mayhem then ensued. “So Gentlemen,
the Draft, which Conferences do you feel
are the strongest?”, the Antark asked as
he tucked into a giant Tuur’kii leg. There
was some debate, a few thought that the
Central Cavaliers was a tough one to win

for a moment before a wry grin smeared
across his face, “Gentlemen, I must retire
I have urgent business that I must attend
to, please continue without me and let me
know your own DBL champion selections
- we’ll put coin on it, don’t worry.” He
bowed and turned with the exhausted
Gnoblar upon his shoulder, hurriedly
moving downstairs to meet his ‘Guest’...
“Why didn’t you tell me sooner?”, the
Antark grumbled at the Gnoblar as
he darted down the stairs. In the large
entrance hall to Hightower’s northerly
most tower stood a hulking figure, Gnoblar
attendants running around grabbing food
and drink for this mysterious ‘guest’.
“Bulgaria!”, the voice boomed - “such a
shame to keep me waiting, will you ever
learn?” The Lord Antark had entered the
mighty entrance hall, slowing his pace to
a confident slow walk, “We were having
an Association meeting, apologies for my
lateness and appearance at this hour you’ve somewhat caught me by surprise
with your visit”. The figure twisted around
on the giant sofa that it was perched, eyes
glowing red in the evening light, “Your
letter was most interesting, I could not wait
to get here and see the ‘cargo’ in all its
glory.” The Antark smiled, the figure was
always like this, booming and dominating,
“My dear Archaon, all in good time, now
let’s talk more about our ‘deal’ before we
discuss the transfer of the prisoner”.

It was at that moment that a Gnoblar slave
skittered through the door, panicked
and gasping for air, he ran to the Antark
climbed high and whispered something
into his ear. The Antark’s face dropped
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In this regular feature, Boorish Johnson, star player for the Old Ogretonians, packs up his old snotbag and goes a-walking. His goal? To visit each and every one of the venues featuring in DBL 18!
This month Johnson was staying within the Empire as he visited the Munchbowl in Bogenhafen,
home of Brain Munchen, a new Necromantic outfit (well, as new as a team of rotting corpses and
festering skeletons can be). The pedigree of the coaching staff is second-to-none, the hordes of fans
are passionate – if a bit of the quiet side, lacking tongues and sometimes heads – and the players have
hundreds of years of experience behind their decomposing belts.
The Munchbowl is located on the outskirts of Bogenhafen, a mid-sized town on the Altdorf-Grey
Mountain trading route, made prosperous through passing river trade. The Munchbowl is – fittingly
– adjacent to the town’s cemetery, simultaneously providing a captive audience for Munchen games
and a source of meat for the team’s ghoul players. Due to the archaic rules of the charter granted by
the town, all Munchbowl games are played after dark, so visitors approach the squat arena through the
dank mists, their way lit only by moonlight. Picking their way carefully around tombstones and vineencrusted crypts, the unwary fan may find the recently vacated graves of the home fans a trip hazard, so
remember to pack a lantern. The stadium itself is a shallow oval, dug into the earth with rough planking
dividing pitch and terraces. Although somewhat haphazard and ramshackle, the arena does still boast
some innovative features; the pitchside “Limb Gutter” (patents pending in Altdorf, v112.12, y.2517)
conveniently funnels anything torn off players during a game, to be used later to create additional
substitutes. This novel recycling feature recently won Brain Munchen “Most Environmentally Friendly
Team” in the Empire. But what will our lumbering ogre make of Brain Munchen’s foetid field?

Atmosphere

Catering

Accessibility

I have not had the pleasure of
seeing too many Necromantic
teams in action before now, so
I was intrigued to find out what
style of play they would adopt.
There was an unfortunate amount
of ball-carrying and dodging going
on for my liking; had I been on the
pitch those speedy ghouls would
have felt the wrath of my fists! But
there was promising violence from
the Flesh Golems and Wights, and
broken bones do make a satisfying
CRACK when not covered with
flesh and sinew. The Werewolves
in particular made for some
interesting plays, however their
habit of pushing opposition players
into the crowd made the resulting
bloodshed difficult to see, worst
luck!
A note for families looking to visit;
a hospitable atmosphere has been
fostered at the Munchbowl; living
visitors are keenly encouraged to
bring their little ones along with
them. The “Mini-Munchens”
section of the stand was the focus
of many welcoming stares from
the home faithful, some of whom
were literally salivating with the
prospect of greeting their new
followers after the match. And to
hear the tender way the locals were
talking about their young charges;
“wholesome”,
“tempting”,
“succulent”: maybe rather odd use
of the words, but it warmed my
heart.

With most of the players and
crowd at Brain Munchen being
– and I hope I am not offending
anyone here – vitally-challenged,
I was not hopeful prior to my trip.
However I soon discovered the
ghoul- and zombie-only sections
of the concourses. A smorgasbord
of pork, chicken, beef and other
delectable fare met my grateful
eyes. At least, I think that’s where
the meat came from…
While some fussy eaters may
find the cuisine a little on the
raw, blood-soaked, still-twitching
side, I myself greatly enjoyed the
halftime treats. The low light levels
meant that seeing one’s food poses
a challenge, but fortunately the
famous motto of my tribe served
me in good stead: “Keep Calm and
Carry On Gorging”.
Special mention does go to the
all-you-can-eat finger food buffet.
In an attempt to prevent unsightly
gesturing in the raucous terraces,
undead crowd members must
“deposit” their middle fingers upon
entering the Munchbowl. These
are then elegantly arranged as a
halftime treat for famished fans; a
nice inclusive touch. And you get
to keep any rings you might find in
future stools, an added bonus!

With the terraces made from
a rather slapdash collection of
discarded tombstones, splintered
coffins and worn-down gargoyles,
getting into the ground alone poses
a challenge for someone of my
breadth. It seems that the locals
are accustomed to the way that
stands will suddenly collapse,
dropping the crowd into a jumble
of dismemberment, however this
simply WILL NOT DO for those
of us who still enjoy air in our
lungs.
The careless construction of the
terraces notwithstanding, I found
it difficult to move about the arena
at all without nudging a loadbearing pillar or flattening a swath
of chairs into kindling. Clearly the
decomposed state of the locals has
lead them to miscalculate the size
of proper beings.
That all games at the Munchbowl
are played at night only exacerbates
the awkwardness of moving
around: not usually a clumsy
fellow, I found myself blundering
around with both arms held out
before me in a vain attempt to ward
off others. Of course, my height
means that my hands still passed
over the heads of all of the other
crowd members, meaning I had to
spend the next day scraping ghoulgunk from my boots.

Verdict
Certainly a must-see for those who like their
cuisine adventurous and their violence excessive.
Unfortunately, poor lighting provision means that
this must-see spectacle is also a can’t-see perplexity.

This article has been translated – and corrected, proofed, had the bad words and the braaaaiiinnnsss removed - from Boorish’s original submission.
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You were expecting the Central
analysis op-ed to be done by
Guvnor Extraordinaire Andy
Barton. He’s unavailable so
you have Blood Bowl host of
Darksphere
Studios,
Malus
Darkstar here instead!

Favourites
Dark horseS
Maver’pickS

Favourite
For me it’s between Taylor and The Swifts
and Thermopylae Thunder for top spot. What
wouldn’t be greater than seeing a Division
final between blocking Norse and dodging
Amazons?! Neither team wear much armour
preferring the spilt blood of their opposition
to moisturise those tough skins, so everyone
will probably be dead before the final whistle.
Mmm finger licking good!
Swifts to win because I flipped a coin.

Dark Horse
Onto the dark horse. Underworld Denizens.
Why not. Everyone loves an Undergob. See
what I did there?!

Maver’pick
The DBL has started and we are a few
games in, with the favourites starting to
make their mark. We’ve ask the Guvnors to
take a look at a league other than their own
and share their tips for the season ahead
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Finally we look at my Maverpick. Despite the
stubbornness of the undead to stay, well, dead,
the lads of Brain Munchen haven’t yet caught
a break. At this stage it’s not uncommon for
coaches to hit what we call in the business the
“Fuck it” switch. And this is what we can expect.
Gone will be the safe plays and standard
tactics and instead we’ll see daring passes and
Flesh Golems scoring touchdowns. As the fans
regularly chant at matches, “WWJDTRWD!!!”.
Malus out.
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DBL17 saw the King in the
North crowned. The High Elven
elven Mariners went the whole
season undefeated before
lifting the DBL trophy. This year
the Mariners have been denied
the right to defend their title
due to a controversial FA ruling.
Lets have a look at this years
pretenders.

Favourite
The
rookie
Lizardmen
team, Pterybl
Pterodactyls, secured the services of the
Mariners head coach and it is this team I pick
to win North A. The experience of the coach
has already shown with two swift wins. In the
Northern Conference final the Lizards may
well come unstuck against the Chaos Dwarf
team, Sinforosa Trotters, or an Amazon team,
the high flying Tequila Mocking birds. I think
the Mockingbirds will pip the Trotters to the
post, before then falling at the final hurdle in
what will be a bruising conference final. It’s fair
to say whoever faces the Pterodactyls in the
knockouts will be suitably Pterrified.

Last season saw the Group Stage Champions,
Brutal Deluxe, hail from the Southern
Conference in controversial circumstances as
the bully of an (almost) all stunty division. Will
the dirty South provide another champion in
the 2518-19 season?
South A aka “The ‘kin Elf division”
is comprised of 3 Union, 1 High Elf and 1
Necromantic team. It promises to be a spectacle
of touchdowns and the lack of any true bash
teams could set up the divisional champ
perfectly for the conference final and knockout
stages. It’s South A where my first two picks are
from.

Favourite
I’m going to stick my neck out and pick the
Funk All Stars as overall favourites for the
conference. As a DBL newcomer the coach
is an unknown quantity, but reliable sources
inform me he knows his business. If he gets
some good advances for his Necro team he
may be able to deal with the speed of the
Elves and then out bash them. Time will tell.

Dark Horse
Dark Horse
Now who to pick for the Northern Wildcard?
It has got to be the All-Stars, an Underworld
Denizens team coached by a veteran stunty
coach and rumoured paramour of the Blood
Bowl legend Morg N Thorg. With a lunatic at
the helm and a dice cup in his hand, anything
could happen.

Maver’pick

South B division has a more balanced flavour
to it, if a little on the bashy side. Currently the
only elf team, the Lovehaven Dancers top the
table. I think they’ll end up in 1st place but
with Undead, Pact, Dwarf and Vampire teams
populating the rest of the division what state
will their squad be in? New arrivals The Misfit
Mascots are my dark horse of the conference.
While inexperienced at managing a Pact team
(and a guilty dice cupper) Head Coach Yogi is
a veteran of countless (but inferior) leagues
and tournaments, both domestically and
abroad. Once he tames those three big guys
he may be a force to be reckoned with.

Maver’pick
After a flying start it’s hard to look past The
Halfblood Harlequins as favourites for the
conference title and possibly even group
stage champ. However, with DBL18’s group
stage being 8 games many can’t see the Quins
holding it together that long and I have to agree.
Whether due to their weak armour, unorthodox
training methods or their flamboyant coach I
feel they will come a cropper at some point
and so rather than my favourites, the Quins
have to be my Maver’pick

Finally the Maverpick. Now I was going to
say the Naggaroth Young Team, managed by
an impetuous overlord known for his love of
dirty players, but, he’s not even taken a Witch
Elves. He might as well be playing High Elves.
So for my Maverpick I’m going for the take no
prisoner, no holds barred, rough and tumble
ready whirlwind that is Logan’s Loser Linemen.
A team comprised of entirely linemen, the
stones on that coach beggar belief.
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Ah the Eastern Division.
Some say it is the league
where dreams go to die and
in many respects this is true
as the coaches of the beaten
DBL finalists from the last
two seasons have both been
drawn into the division.

Ah the West, what a
disgustingly decadent stain
on the DBL. Though the
South has been branded the
division of Elves, the West is
a close second with four Elf
teams!

Favourite

Favourite

Tough one to call as you have DBL 2016 finalists
the Warhammers and Da Pact Lunchables
as well as the Gitz, who have stormed off to
another cracking start. Given Jerome’s run
to last year’s final – which saw him make
excellent use of the inducements, and the fact
he is going to be playing catch up, I just have a
feeling we will see Da Lunchables smash their
way to glory, probably facing the Warhammers
in the divisional final.

So far the Clar Karond Cleavers have a tight
grip on Group A and look to be in a strong
position to retain the Magenta Fist.

Dark Horse
Dark Horse
The Sumptown Scumbags. With rats being
rats, if they can squeeze out a couple of big
wins and get those juicy SPPs flowing on their
blitzers, I wouldn’t be surprised to see them
not only make the final but also take home the
trophy!

Meanwhile in Group B it’s all to play for. Two
‘fringe’ teams are in the mix here with Slann and
Khorne both being represented. The coach of
the latter team, Rage Against the Unclean, has
a history of success, managing a Human team
to the top of the DBL League table last season.
For this reason, my tip would be for a RATU/
Cleavers Western Final with the latter being
favourite.

Maver’pick
Having said all that, there are a few teams
snapping at the heels of both coaches for a
chance to become Western Champion. For my
Dark Horse pick, I am going for the Slann team
- Toad Hall. Anyone who doesn’t fear Slann is a
fool in my book. For my ‘Maverpick’ to win the
West, I am going for the weird and wonderful
Inter Yourman, currently on two wins.

Maver’pick
Always tempted to go with the Greenskinz as
the Maver’pick but I think they may have been
found out after an excellent DBL17. After a poor
start, I’m going to back the Pamplemeeses, as
what do they have left to lose? Let it all hang
out Commish!
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Altdorf’s famous agony aunt is here to help with all of life’s questions. Troubled relationships?
Hair in really weird places? Agatha is ready with advice from all 156 years of her life.
Whether you’re a Halfling with hereditary hair loss or a Daemon with debilitating depression,
Agatha will put your mind at rest, set your body at ease or coax your soul from damnation.

Knee Jerk Reaction?
Dear Agatha,

Dear Mole Lover,

I have been dating my girlfriend
now for about 6 months. We have a
very physical relationship and enjoy
moments of intimacy many times
a week. We speak openly about
all aspects of our relationship and
recently we have been speaking a lot
about her previous partner. Only now,
before we get physical I hear her ex
speaking to me through a mole on
her left knee. Worse still, he keeps
telling me to get lost! Having done
some research in the tomes of our local
wizard I have concluded that the mole
is a portal to her ex. I want to spend
the rest of my life with her, but this is
worrying me very much!

We live in magical times my friend.
There are many relationships that
work very well between multiple
parties. If this is not a viable option,
you could consider having a word
with a local wizard to try and close
the portal. Or perhaps discuss it with
a local apothecary to remove the
mole, or even her leg! That would
certainly solve the problem. I once
dealt with a case where a gentleman
had developed a doorway to the
warp via a verruca on his big toe. We
managed to close it, but not before
it had sucked in seventeen villagers
and a large townhouse. We called him
Vacuum Victor after that.

Mole Lover

Agatha
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Master Chef 2518
Dear Agatha,
Do you have a recipe for
roast Skaven at all?
Many thanks,
Gotrek

Love Bowl

Dear Gotrek,
As a matter of fact I do! The problem is
always choosing which of their race to
have on a steaming platter. Gutter Runners
tend to be too lean, the slaves have too
many fleas and don’t get me started on
the plague-ridden ones! For this dish I
recommend a clan rat, or if you can bag
yourself a Stormvermin, all the better!

Fallen for someone at a recent match and had
run out of love potion?! Send your messages
to us and we’ll print them to help you find
your happy ever after! Maybe someone is
talking about you?
To the leggy Amazon I saw at the public
hanging in Nuln last week. You pinched my
rear and I told you that if you did it again I’d
kill you. You did. Give me your address now.
Capital Punishment Fan

Firstly skin the body, removing the feet and
tail.
For the stuffing remove the stomach and fill
it with pears and apples sprinkled with a
bit of sage. With the stomach filled you’ll
need to get your game face on as this
needs to be stuffed up the rectum so that
during cooking the good juices flow over
the packed stomach.

Assistant wanted for wandering party illusionist. Must be able to detach head and
torso at will.
Magic Ian
You work behind the counter at Orcidas. I
bought three squig boots last week. You said
that you liked a guy with a third leg (sorry,
a little too much warpstone in my youth!).
Fancy giving it a foot rub some time?
Nicodemous Three Knees

Place the stuffed carcass on a bed of
chopped onions, diced potatoes and sprigs
of rosemary.
Making sure that your oven is glowing
embers only (open flames will burn the
skin) and cook for 3 hours. Serve with a
Deadly Nightshade sauce for that extra
kick!

I saw you eating in McMurty’s last week in
Reikland. I told you I was impressed how
quickly you ate that pickle! I forgot to tell you
that I can fit three of those bad boys in my
mouth at once. Whole! With no dribbling!
Nogaggingoverhere.

Mmm delishmabob!
Agatha
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Warm down
McD – Big Mac Meal – Strawberry Milkshake, Double Cheeseburger on the side. 23:15 from
Waterloo, Bed 00:30 (Coach bit sick in train and made to sleep in spare room as coach promised wife he would not drink more than 1 and stank)

Hello you little runts, today in the second in the series of lets get physical we are
going to be looking at the health stats of a coach in the game. We all know that
thinking and designing plays displeases nuffle and his fickle favour can only
be won by dice uphill, fouls and confusing dodges but lets see what one of the
teams thinkers (loosely speaking) ticker is doing.
We have split down the outputs by team turn. Snap readings taken as game progressed. Apologies for the notes it would appear the Electroshites scribe can
barely write, making a goblin a scribe is never a good idea.
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Conclusions
As can be seen above bloodbowl puts a stress upon the cardio system so ensuring the correct
hydration is important, 4 pints seems a good starting point being 50% of the amount of blood
in the body. As can be seen by the results above heart rate rises while trying goblin nonsense
and stays low while moving a slow cage proof solid play is bad for players putting no strain on
the cardiovascular system and failing to improve health, we believe that playing elves actually
takes years off a coaches life as the lack of stress from easy wins leading to physical degradation to match the mental. Unfortunately nuffle is a fickle god and rains double skulls on the just
and unjust alike.
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“Amazing, so what advice can you give
our readers to help them to get the most
out of this?”
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Hello everybody and
welcome back to the
Backbreaker Bulletin’s look
into the world of tactics in
everyone’s favourite sport –
BLOODBOWL!!

Brought to you in partnership with
our new sponsored charity, JUST
ROLL. A charity fighting to halt the
unnecessary damage done to players and stadia by dice cups.

I am, as ever, Jan Mossfondler,
and I’ve taken another break from
playing with the Hedgerow Hellcats
to travel the Bloodbowl world in the
search for tactical insights from
some of the top players in the game.
This month I’ll be talking to none
other than Wilhelm Chaney, the
frenzied wolf of ball street himself.

looking, your fur has the glossy
sheen of a young pup. How do
you manage to maintain such a
flawless coat? A good grooming
brush? Marrowbone jelly?” and
my response is always the same – a
healthy mix of opposition player
blood combined with the hate filled
spittle of the baying crowd.”

“Hi Wilhelm, it truly is a pleasure.
Thanks for talking to us today – our
readers are very keen to get tactical
tips from a player of your calibre.
You’re looking great by the way”

“That’s a great tip right there – but I
have to ask, what that has to do with
Bloodbowl?”

“Hi Jan, no problem, always happy
to speak to the fans. Thanks for the
compliment, that nicely segues
into one of my favourite tactical
topics. Now people often ask me
“Wil, you’re so rugged and youthful

“Crowd Surfs, pure and simple.
Booting an opposing player into the
crowd and watching them be torn
apart is a key part of my grooming
regime and never fails to make me
feel alive!”
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“Crowd surfs can be incredibly
complex or incredibly simple but there
are always a few things to be wary of
when attempting it. First, you want to
make sure that once you’ve punted
some elf into the crowd you’re not going
to get a boot up the arse yourself – so
you need to make sure that you can
either get out of the way afterwards or
that you have some mates protecting
you – this is particularly true if your
opposition has any player that, like
me, gets a little bit rabid during a
blitz. Angle of attack is also incredibly
important, you’re never going to get any
crowd-sourced injuries if the opposing
player stays on the pitch, so you need
to make sure that going out of play is
his only option. The final thing to think
about is to check that the target is
the kind of player that can be pushed
around….some guys just refuse to move
like those big hulking Flesh Golems
while some of those dodgy elves will
just dance around…maybe shouting
“Walkies” while they do….”

“Yes, avoid the sidelines and avoid me..
hah! But seriously don’t stand too close
to the edge. It’s also worth considering
tripping on a dodge to get out of the way
and for the dodgy players out there you
can always consider falling over even
when you don’t have to if it will stop you
from being shoved off the pitch”

“Yet more great advice! I’m sure
we could chat to you all day but I’m
afraid that’s all we have time for,
thanks Wilhelm and we look forward
to speaking to you again very soon.
That’s it for this month Bloodbowl fans
“Those are some great things to keep in so thanks for reading, and remember –
mind, do you have any more advanced
dice cups kill, just roll”
tactics for those coaches that want to
become true masters of this fine art?”
“Sure, I won’t go into details but here’s
a little titbit – if the players are tightly
packed together, you might not surf
the guy you punch, but you can always
shove them into another player and look
to start a “love train” of guys leaving
the pitch, maybe even more than one at
a time!”
Here we see the blitzer has hit the unfortunate elf
side on giving him no chance of avoiding a pummelling from the crowd and they’ve really gone to
town on him….. but note the second blitzer moving
up to protect the first from being surfed in return.

“Wow, that’s a great tactic! Any advice
for a coach trying to avoid being surfed
themselves?”
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GOSSIP
Paravon Pamplemousses’ Questing Cup winning peasant Graisse Patricé wants to leave
the Paravon Party Camp for Mousillon Marauders even if his damaged relationship with
the head coach can be mended (Chain Mail)
Head coach of the Pamplemousses’ has told Graisse Patricé he should ask for a transfer
if he wants to leave the team. The 34 year old peasant has responded by saying he will
only speak to the head coach through his agent. (The Daily Grail)
An amateur Amazon team sold 18 of its youth players to Druchii slavers to fund the
purchase of 10 goats, with the aim of using milk and meat sales to help fund its future.
(Amazonian Mail)

NUFFLE SAYS RELAX

WHO SAYS YOU CAN’T ROLL 6’S AND LOOK HANDSOME?

GET YOUR LIMITED EDITION DBL18 T-SHIRT TODAY!
NOW AVAILABLE AT dragonbowlleague@gmail.com

£12

Frank Reapery says rumours of a move away from Brain München have not distracted
him and that he remains focused on playing for the Necromantic side. The 19 year old
Sylvaninan U21 werewolf has been linked with Westside Werewolves. (TalkNuffle)

Thermopylae Thunder’s new stadium will not be ready before early 2519 and the
club might have to play all their home games at Wembowly. (Chaos Star, blood print
edition)
After struggling to cause any casualties this season Alqualonde Falcons have begun to
sound out potential candidates for their director of bowl role, with former Cowboys
runner Jeremiah Kool among those they may target. (Gazzetta della Tilea)
There are difference between the Fimir Association and the NAF over work permits for
Kislev players after Kislevxit. (Norsican Times)
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dress like the best, and the rest, will not be a test
Griff Oberwald

BREAKER
STAT
TOUCHDOWNS

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Player name

Position

Oakland Raiders
Pterybl Pterodactyls
ElectroShites
Oakland Raiders
Pterybl Pterodactyls
Pterybl Pterodactyls

Cooper
Petrie
Ted Logan
Washington
Ducky
Elsa

Pogoer
Skink
Goblin
Doom diver
Skink
Skink

Interceptions
Team Name

Rage Against The Unclean
Sumptown Scumbags

Casualties

Player name

Player name

Position

No.

Half Blood Harlequins Markiel Hamsen

Thrower

9

Bishop’s Stumblers

Artful Dodgers

Night Vinyl

Thrower

6

The Deadicated Few

Furry Little Gitz

Rizzo Windchase

Gutter Runner

4

Deadwood Rams

Furry Little Gitz

Thol Vermink

Thrower

4

The Funk All-Stars

Tay Tay

Thrower

3

The Whispering Eye

Taylor and the Swifts

Team Name

U. Battleshaper

5

Mumia Allen

Mummy

5

Billy the Kid

Beastman

4

James Wolfenson

Werewolf

4

Ogre

4

B. Emberpunch

Uldarn Battleshaper

Night Vinyl

Mumia Allen
Billy the Kid

Thol Vermink

James Wolfenson

Tay Tay

Brandrukk Emberpunch

Avelorn Avengers

Faelyn Beitris

Deadwood Rams

Rambo

No.

Position

Team Name

No.

Pit Fighter

1

Bishop’s Stumblers

13

Blitzer

1

Deadicated Few

12

Catcher

1

Furry Little Gitz

10

Beastman

1

Misfit Mascots

10

Whispering Eye

10

No.

Blitzer

Markiel Hamsen
Rizzo Windchase

Position

Maverick

Casualties (team)

12

touchdowns (team)

10

Team Name

No.

Half Blood Harlequins

11

Furry Little Gitz

10

Deadicated Few

7

Clar Karond Cleavers

6

Lovehaven Dancers

6

Avelorn Avengers

6

Naggaroth Young Team

6

Weed Elves

6

8
6
4
2
0
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Weed Elves

Team Name

Dice

8
6
5
3
3
3

NYT

Completions

Player name

SPP

Avengers

Dark elf
Gutter Runner
Catcher
Blitzer
Catcher
Witch Elf
Beastman
Blitzer
Catcher
Catcher
Runner
Runner

Team Name

Dancers

Coldest One
Rizzo Windchase
Elora ‘the Vixen’ Foxtrot
Orcnjerry
Maglor
Anethra
Billy the Kid
Ja’Meth of Har Sexth
Phylipra Andrethsin
Samus Kynge
Williams
Black Dow

No.

Cleavers

Misfit Mascots
Furry Little Gitz
Lovehaven Dancers
Orkington Greenskinz
Alqualonde Falcons
Clar Karond Cleavers
Deadwood Rams
Half Blood Harlequins
Half Blood Harlequins
Half Blood Harlequins
MC Warhammerers
Thermopylae Thunder BBFC

Position

Deadicated

Player name

Gitz

Team Name

Stunty (player)

Harlequins

All data correct as of 21st of August

DBL18

Divisional

Standings
All data correct as of 21st of August
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